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Country travelled to Month of travel Purpose of travel 

Indonesia, Malaysia, 

and China 

April 2016 Indonesia – Agreement signing with LPDP, Indonesian Endowment Fund. Provides 

sponsorship opportunities for Indonesian students to study at UTAS.  

Malaysia -Agreement signing with partner university, Malaysian University of 

Science and Technology.  

China – Australia Week in China, trade mission. Participated in the ‘International 

Education’ stream of this program with federal ministers, delivered public lecture 

at University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, agreement signing with 

Shandong University Weihai, launch the joint Sino-Australia Westa College, and 

attend the 110th anniversary of partner Southwest University.  

(Austria) Czech 

Republic, Italy, 

(Switzerland),  

Germany, United 

Kingdom, and USA 

August – 

September 2016 

Purpose of the Mission was to: 

• View universities’ systems, specifically the community college model.
• Look at the student experience including student accommodation.
• Examine Associate Degrees, Schools’ Outreach.
• Examine the overall Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 

(STEM) build at universities.
• sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, a specialist Institute of UCSD, La Jolla in California; and 
• Further develop discussions in relation to the MoU.

Austria – transit point to Brno, Czech Republic. Visit to Mendel University, Brno, 
campus design for Arts and STEM buildings.  

Italy – Visit to the University of Bologna, case study of campus design. 

Switzerland – transit point to access Freiburg Germany. Visit to Freiburg 
university, to examine the role of technical campuses in Germany, associate 
degree structures. In Germany also visited Bremen University.  

United Kingdom - Meetings with partner universities including King’s College, 
London for the formation of a partnership agreement, host an alumni function. 

United States of America – visits to key institutions for discussions relating to 
understanding community colleges and the pathway programs into universities – 
Scripps, UCSD, Arizona State, University of North Carolina.  

Hungary, 

(Switzerland), 

Germany and UK 

November 2016 The purpose of the Mission was to: 

• Provide the opportunity for the University and the Hobart City Council to 
collaboratively explore university cities and how strong partnerships
between universities and cities can create social, cultural and economic 
benefits and act as catalysts for regional rejuvenation and growth.

Hungary - Delegates attended the Academic Cooperation Association Annual 
Conference 2016 UniverCities – Higher education institutions and their habitat in 
Budapest, Hungary 20-22 November. 

Switzerland – transit point to Freiberg, Germany- Following the conference, the 
mission travelled to Freiburg, Germany to further explore the concept of 
university cities through dialogue with civic and university partners and 
potentially investigate opportunities for civic relationships. 

• Freiburg City, exemplifies the ‘university city’ concept and best practice in 
sustainability, innovation, regional development and urban renewal.

United Kingdom – Visit to Cambridgeshire, England, illustrates how city deals can 
bring together university infrastructure programs and the leveraging of national 
policy priorities and funding opportunities. 

France and UK January – 

February 2017 

Purpose of this mission was to identify strategic opportunities in France, develop 
the strategic partnership with King’s College London, introduce Hon Angus Taylor 
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to Cambridge City Deal and exemplar STEM infrastructure – the Francis Crick 
Institute. 

France: 

• Meet with in-country consultant to discuss opportunities for student
recruitment and partnerships in France.

United Kingdom:  

• Consolidate strategic partnership with King’s College London

• Join Hon Angus Taylor, MP, Assistant Minister for Cities, on a strategic visit
to Cambridgeshire and the Cambridge City Deals project.

• Facilitate a visit to the Francis Crick Institute for the Assistant Minister and 
staff to explore an exemplar of STEM infrastructure that epitomises the role 
universities can play in cities, large and small.

• Host a dinner for the Assistant Minister and key UTAS alumni.

UK, Finland, 

Hungary, 

(Switzerland), 

Germany, Czech 

Republic (Austria) 

and UK 

April - May 2017 United Kingdom – Sabbatical:  

• Based at Policy Institute Kings College Strad Campus, London to consider
Higher Education policy in the context of UTAS for period 20 April 2017 to 14 
May 2017. 

Mission: 

The purpose of the Mission was to: 

Finland: Undertake a study tour of potential partner universities in Finland and 
Hungary (wood science) with DVCG. 

Freiburg, Germany; Brno, Czech Republic and Cambridge, UK. 
• Joined by Mayors of Hobart, Launceston and Burnie to explore how when 

Universities and their Cities have strong partnerships they can create social,
cultural and economic benefits and act as catalysts for regional rejuvenation 
and growth.

• Delegates visited exemplar cities of Freiburg, Brno, Cambridge 
• Delegates were complemented conceptually by attending the Going Global 

Conference in London, UK.
• Switzerland and Austria are transit stops only. 

USA, UK October 2017 The purpose of this mission was to visit a key benefactor and finalise two key 
strategic partnerships. 

United States: meeting with key  benefactor. 
United Kingdom: Sign agreement with strategic partner King’s College London. 




